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Abstract. Instrumental variables can be used to make inferences about causal
eﬀects in the presence of unmeasured confounding. For a model in which the
instrument, intermediate/treatment, and outcome variables are all binary, Balke
and Pearl (1997, Journal of the American Statistical Association 92: 1172–1176)
derived nonparametric bounds for the intervention probabilities and the average
causal eﬀect. We have implemented these bounds in two commands: bpbounds and
bpboundsi. We have also implemented several extensions to these bounds. One
of these extensions applies when the instrument and outcome are measured in one
sample and the instrument and intermediate are measured in another sample. We
have also implemented the bounds for an instrument with three categories, as is
common in Mendelian randomization analyses in epidemiology and for the case
where a monotonic eﬀect of the instrument on the intermediate can be assumed.
In each case, we calculate the instrumental-variable inequality constraints as a
check for gross violations of the instrumental-variable conditions. The use of the
commands is illustrated with a re-creation of the original Balke and Pearl analysis
and with a Mendelian randomization analysis. We also give a simulated example to
demonstrate that the instrumental-variable inequality constraints can both detect
and fail to detect violations of the instrumental-variable conditions.
Keywords: st0232, bpbounds, bpboundsi, average causal eﬀect, causal inference,
instrumental variables, nonparametric bounds

1

Introduction

Instrumental variables (IVs) can be used for inference on causal eﬀects in the presence
of unobserved confounding. One of their uses is for deriving upper and lower bounds for
a causal eﬀect in situations where we are interested in the eﬀect of a binary exposure or
c 2011 StataCorp LP
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treatment (endogenous variable) on a binary outcome and when we do not want to rely
on any further conditions apart from those deﬁning an IV. These nonparametric bounds
were derived independently by Robins (1989) and Manski (1990), and subsequently improved by Balke and Pearl (1997). A detailed overview is given in Pearl (2009, chap. 8).
The nonparametric bounds have also been generalized by Ramsahai (2007, 2011) to
cope with diﬀerent data structures.
Typical applications of this methodology include randomized controlled trials (RCTs)
with partial compliance, where random assignment is the instrument and the actual
treatment taken is the intermediate variable (Balke and Pearl 1997). Another application is provided by Mendelian randomization studies in epidemiology where the instrument is a genetic predisposition (genotype) for the exposure of interest (Davey Smith
and Ebrahim 2003; Lawlor et al. 2008).
We have implemented these bounds in a program called bpbounds and an immediate
version called bpboundsi. We explain the IV conditions and how they allow bounds to
be obtained for a causal eﬀect. This explanation is followed by a description of the
commands and a demonstration of their use on some examples.

2

The average causal eﬀect

We deﬁne X to be the exposure variable and Y to be the outcome variable. We assume
that both are binary with the following interpretations: X = 0 was not exposed, X = 1
was exposed, Y = 0 did not experience the outcome, and Y = 1 experienced the
outcome. The average causal eﬀect (ACE) of X on Y is the mean diﬀerence in Y if we
set X = 1 as opposed to X = 0 by an intervention. This can be formally expressed
using Pearl’s do(·) notation (Pearl 2009): P {Y |do(X = x)} denotes the distribution of
Y when we actively manipulate X ﬁxing it at value x, while the usual P (Y |X = x)
denotes the distribution of Y when we passively observe that X = x. When there is
confounding, the latter will typically depend on X in a diﬀerent way than the former.
The ACE is then expressed as follows:
ACE

= E {Y |do(X = 1)} − E {Y |do(X = 0)}

Using potential outcome notation (Rubin 1974, 1978), this is expressed as ACE =
E {Y (1)}−E {Y (0)}, where Y (x) denotes the potential outcome of Y when we set X = x
by an intervention. In other words, the ACE is the causal risk diﬀerence (Greenland
2000). In an RCT, where X is randomly allocated, the ACE is the typical target of inference. More generally, we might be interested in other causal parameters, which could
be any functions of the intervention probabilities P {Y = 1|do(X = x)}, for example,
the causal risk ratio (CRR) P {Y = 1|do(X = 1)} /P {Y = 1|do(X = 0)}.
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IVs

In observational studies or RCTs with imperfect compliance, it can often not be ruled
out that unobserved confounding aﬀects the association of X and Y . A causal eﬀect is
then usually not identiﬁable from data on (X, Y ) alone. However, in the presence of an
IV, Z, the data can be at least partially informative for the causal eﬀect in the sense
that it imposes upper and lower bounds on P {Y = y|do(X = x)} and by extension on
the ACE.

3.1

Deﬁnition of IVs

Assuming that the unobserved confounding can be represented by a variable or vector
U , a valid IV Z satisﬁes the following core conditions (where A ⊥⊥ B | C means that
variables A and B are conditionally independent given C [Dawid 1979]):
(i) Z ⊥⊥ U
(ii) Z ⊥⊥
/X
(iii) Y ⊥⊥ Z | (X, U )
When data on (X, Y, Z) are available and all three variables are discrete, lower and
upper bounds on the ACE can always be calculated provided that the core IV conditions
are satisﬁed. This is because the IV conditions (i) and (iii) impose certain constraints on
the distribution of (X, Y, Z) addressed in the next section. However, point estimation
of the ACE requires additional parametric conditions (Didelez and Sheehan 2007).

3.2

Inequality constraints

The conditional independencies (i) and (iii) imply that P (Y, X, U |Z) = P (Y |X, U )
× P (X|Z, U ) × P (U ); this in turn implies that the observable marginal P (Y, X|Z) is
not unrestricted because it has to be obtainable from P (Y |X, U )P (X|Z, U )P (U ) by
integrating out U . When X, Y , and Z are discrete (while U is entirely unrestricted), this
leads to nontrivial constraints on P (Y, X|Z) that can be expressed as a set of inequality
constraints. “Nontrivial” here means that there exist conditional distributions that do
not satisfy the inequality constraints and hence cannot satisfy (i) and (iii). It is therefore
necessary to check that these inequality constraints are supported by the observed data
on X, Y , and Z. If we ﬁnd that at least one inequality is violated, we can conclude that
Z is not a valid IV. The general form of these inequality constraints is (Pearl 1995a,b)


max
max P (Y = y, X = x|Z = z) ≤ 1
(1)
x

y

z

For condition (ii), we simply need to check that P (X = x|Z = z1 ) = P (X = x|Z =
z2 ) for z1 = z2 , that is, that X and Z are associated, which can easily be checked on
the observed data.
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In the particular case where all three variables are binary, we denote the conditional
probability (as in Balke and Pearl [1997]) pyx.z = P (Y = y, X = x|Z = z). Then the
constraints can be written out in detail as
p00.0 + p10.1

≤ 1

p10.0 + p00.1
p11.0 + p01.1

≤ 1
≤ 1

p01.0 + p11.1

≤ 1

in addition to the usual 0 ≤ pyx.z ≤ 1 and y,x pyx.z = 1. The above can be checked
from data by substituting the corresponding relative frequency for pyx.z . This “checking” of the IV conditions is not comparable to a statistical test because we only know
that if the above inequalities fail, then the core conditions must be violated; however,
it is possible that the core IV conditions are violated without failing the inequalities.
It is therefore advisable to justify conditions (i)–(iii) based on subject-matter background knowledge. Furthermore, simply plugging in the relative frequencies to check
the inequalities does not take sampling variation into account; we will ignore this here,
but Ramsahai and Lauritzen (forthcoming) discuss the corresponding statistical test.
Bonet (2001) shows that in the case where X is continuous, there are no constraints
comparable to (1) on the observable distribution P (Y, X|Z), but some constraints can
be found when Y and Z are continuous and X is discrete.

4

Bounds on causal eﬀects

We ﬁrst address bounds that are valid assuming only (i)–(iii). If an additional monotonicity assumption is made, these bounds can sometimes be tightened; see section 4.2.

4.1

General bounds

For the case of binary variables (X, Y ) and binary IV Z, Balke and Pearl (1997) derive
bounds for the intervention probabilities πx = P {Y = 1|do(X = x)}, given as follows.
⎧
⎫
⎫
⎧
p10.1
1 − p00.1
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨
⎬
⎬
⎨
p10.0
1 − p00.0
≤ π0 ≤ min
(2)
max
p10.0 + p11.0 − p00.1 − p11.1 ⎪
p01.0 + p10.0 + p10.1 + p11.1 ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩
⎭
⎭
⎩
p01.0 + p10.0 − p00.1 − p01.1
p10.0 + p11.0 + p01.1 + p10.1
and

⎧
⎪
⎪
⎨

⎫
⎫
⎧
p11.0
1 − p01.1
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎬
⎬
⎨
p11.1
1 − p01.0
max
≤ π1 ≤ min
(3)
−p00.0 − p01.0 + p00.1 + p11.1 ⎪
p00.0 + p11.0 + p10.1 + p11.1 ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩
⎭
⎭
⎩
−p01.0 + p10.0 + p10.1 + p11.1
p10.0 + p11.0 + p00.1 + p11.1
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Because ACE = π1 − π0 , we can combine (2) and (3) to obtain bounds on the ACE;
the lower bound is given by
⎧
⎫
p00.0 + p11.1 − 1
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
p00.1 + p11.1 − 1
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
+
p
−
1
p
⎪
⎪
11.0
00.1
⎪
⎪
⎨
⎬
p00.0 + p11.0 − 1
(4)
ACE ≥ max
2p00.0 + p11.0 + p10.0 + p11.1 − 2⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
p00.0 + 2p11.0 + p00.1 + p01.1 − 2⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
p10.0 + p11.0 + 2p00.1 + p11.1 − 2⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩
⎭
p00.0 + p01.0 + p00.1 + 2p11.1 − 2
and the upper bound is given by
⎧
⎫
1 − p10.0 − p01.1
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
1 − p01.0 − p10.1
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
1 − p01.0 − p10.0
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨
⎬
1 − p01.1 − p10.1
ACE ≤ min
2 − 2p01.1 − p10.0 − p10.1 − p11.1 ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
2 − p01.0 − 2p10.0 − p00.1 − p01.1 ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪2 − p10.0 − p11.0 − 2p01.1 − p10.1 ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩
⎭
2 − p00.0 − p01.0 − p01.1 − 2p10.1

(5)

Robins (1989) and Manski (1990) derived the ﬁrst four lines of (4) and (5); Balke
and Pearl (1997) tightened these by deriving the rest. Any combination of π0 and π1 in
(2) and (3) is possible (Dawid 2003), and hence we can also obtain bounds for the CRR
(= π1 /π0 ) as follows:
πU
π1L
≤ CRR ≤ 1L
U
π0
π0
where πxL , πxU are the lower and upper bounds of πx from (2) and (3).

4.2

The monotonicity assumption

In some applications, it seems sensible to believe that for all values u of U
P (X = 1|Z = 1, U = u) ≥ P (X = 1|Z = 0, U = u)

(6)

which is a weaker version of the monotonicity assumption of Imbens and Angrist (1994)
and Angrist, Imbens, and Rubin (1996). We assume here that the levels of X are coded
such that higher values are more likely given higher values of Z.
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The constraints imposed by IV conditions (i) and (iii) together with (6) lead to a
tightening of the inequalities from section 3.2 to (Balke and Pearl 1997)
p01.1 − p01.0 ≥ 0
p11.1 − p11.0 ≥ 0
p00.0 − p00.1 ≥ 0
p10.0 − p10.1 ≥ 0
Furthermore, assuming (6) reduces the bounds on the ACE to
p00.0 − p00.1 − p01.1 − p10.1 ≤ ACE ≤ p00.0 + p01.0 + p11.0 − p01.1
These correspond to the bounds derived by Robins (1989) and Manski (1990).
In some applications, it is impossible to observe X = 1 when Z = 0, for instance,
when subjects assigned to the control group (Z = 0) cannot possibly get hold of treatment (X = 1) and hence necessarily have to comply with their assignment, that is,
P (X = 1|Z = 0) = 0. This implies that monotonicity (6) necessarily holds. In such a
case, the general bounds for the ACE and the ones obtained under monotonicity are the
same.

5

Other data structures

The bounds as stated above require joint prospective data on binary variables (X, Y, Z).
However, modiﬁed bounds can be computed for diﬀerent data structures, and the following structures can be used with the bpbounds and bpboundsi commands.

5.1

Instrument with three levels

The technique used to ﬁnd the bounds can in principle be extended to discrete variables (X, Y, Z) with any ﬁnite number of levels, but the corresponding formula quickly
becomes prohibitive. The bpbounds and bpboundsi commands described below will
also calculate the bounds when IV Z has three levels. Dawid (2003) and Ramsahai
(2007, 2011) describe the general technique for how these can be obtained. An instrument with three levels is, for instance, relevant in Mendelian randomization applications
(Lawlor et al. 2008), where Z is a genotype coded as a risk allele count {0, 1, 2}.

5.2

Bivariate/marginal data

The above assumes that we have jointly observed all three variables (X, Y, Z). In some
cases, however, data might have been obtained from separate studies, a ﬁrst study
where the pair (X, Z) was observed and a second study where (Y, Z) was observed. We
call the case of joint data “trivariate” and the case of separate (X, Z) and (Y, Z) data
“bivariate”. Such bivariate data provide less information and hence lead to a diﬀerent
formula for the bounds on πx and hence on the ACE. Ramsahai (2007, eq. 5) derives
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the restrictions corresponding to the “check” of section 3.2 for bivariate data, as well as
the formula for the bounds on the ACE corresponding to (4) and (5). Their calculation
with the bpboundsi command is illustrated below.

5.3

Case–control data

The probabilities pyx.z required for the above bounds cannot be estimated from case–
control data without additional information. Instead, we can estimate pcc
xz.y = P (X =
x, Z = z|Y = y) as the relative frequencies of (x, z) within cases y = 1 and within
controls y = 0. If additional information on the marginal probability P (Y = 1) is given,
we can recover the required pyx.z as (Didelez and Sheehan 2007)
pyx.z =

pcc
xz.y P (Y = y)
cc
x,y pxz.y P (Y = y)

Such additional information on, for example, the disease prevalence in the general population may be available from other sources or databases. If it is not available, the
researcher may still have a good idea of plausible values, such as P (Y = 1) ∈ [a, b],
and one may then compute two sets of bounds—one for P (Y = 1) = a and one for
P (Y = 1) = b—to assess the sensitivity of the bounds to the assumed disease prevalence.

6

Interpretation of bounds

The bounds on the ACE (or on πx ) are not conﬁdence intervals. If we ﬁnd, for example,
a lower and upper bound of [0.1, 0.3], this means that there exists some distribution
involving the unobserved U that yields a true ACE as small as 0.1, while another choice of
distribution involving U has a true ACE as large as 0.3, with both distributions satisfying
the IV conditions and having the same observed marginal frequencies on (X, Y, Z) [or, in
case of bivariate data, on (X, Z) and (Y, Z)]. Because U is unobserved, it is impossible
to decide where the ACE lies in the interval [0.1, 0.3] from the observable data without
making further assumptions.
The bounds (4) and (5) are the tightest possible bounds if we make no other assumptions than the IV conditions (i)–(iii); they have therefore also been called the best
assumption-free (or nonparametric) bounds for the ACE (Balke and Pearl 1994).
We have noted that the additional assumption of monotonicity (6) typically leads to
tighter bounds. Another popular assumption is that E(Y |X = x, U = u) = βx + h(u)
for some function h(·), that is, additivity of the outcome model (Didelez, Meng, and
Sheehan 2010). In this case, it can be shown that β = ACE, where
β=

cov(Y, Z)
E(Y |Z = 1) − E(Y |Z = 0)
=
E(X|Z = 1) − E(X|Z = 0)
cov(X, Z)

(7)

which can be estimated using the ratio estimator or two-stage least squares (Angrist and
Imbens 1995). Two-stage least squares is implemented in the oﬃcial Stata command
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ivregress and also in the user-written command ivreg2 (Baum, Schaﬀer, and Stillman
2003, 2007, 2010). Because the point estimate (7) relies on speciﬁc parametric conditions, it is always advisable to compare it with the assumption-free bounds to assess
sensitivity to these additional conditions.

7

The bpbounds command

The bpbounds command—and the immediate version, bpboundsi—initially perform
the inequality check of section 3.2 and, if valid, proceed to calculate the bounds on the
ACE as well as on the intervention probabilities and the CRR. The commands then also
check the constraints under the additional assumption of monotonicity (6) and, if valid,
compute the same set of bounds assuming monotonicity. The bpbounds command can
only be applied to trivariate data (we assume that a Stata dataset comes from a single
sample), whereas bpboundsi accepts frequencies or conditional probabilities from both
trivariate and bivariate data, as in section 5.2. Both commands allow an instrument
with either two or three categories.
The commands use the polytope transformation method devised by Bonet (2001)
and Dawid (2003) and described in detail by Ramsahai (2007, 2011). The relevant
polytope transformations were calculated using polymake (Gawrilow and Joswig 2000)
and PORTA (version 1.4.1).

7.1

Syntax

Syntax for bpbounds (trivariate data only) is as follows:
bpbounds depvar (varname endog = varname iv )


, fmt(format)



if

 

in

 

weight



This follows the standard syntax for Stata’s IV estimation commands such as ivregress,
where depvar is the outcome variable (Y ), varnameendog is the exposure or treatment
received or endogenous variable (X), and varnameiv is the IV (Z). There are restrictions
on how these variables are coded: the categories of depvar and varnameendog must be
coded {0, 1}, and the categories of varnameiv must be coded {0, 1} for a two-category
instrument and {0, 1, 2} for a three-category instrument. Note unlike other Stata
IV estimation commands, exogenous covariates are not allowed. Frequency weights,
however, are allowed.
The bpboundsi command is an immediate command. It accepts inputs as either
frequency counts or conditional probabilities entered directly or in matrices. Syntax for
bpboundsi with an instrument with two categories is as follows:


#1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 #8

matrices(matlist)

bpboundsi

 

, bivariate fmt(format)
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The inputs (#1 –#8 ) are as described in table 1 or can be in matrices using the option
matrices().
Syntax for bpboundsi with an instrument with three categories is as follows:


#1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 #8 #9 #10 #11 #12

fmt(format) matrices(matlist)

bpboundsi

 

, bivariate

The inputs (#1 –#12 ) are as described in tables 1 and 2 or can be in matrices using the
matrices() option.
Table 1. bpboundsi inputs for bivariate data; ngy.z = #(Y = y|Z = z), γy.z =
P (Y = y|Z = z), ntx.z = #(X = x|Z = z), θx.z = P (X = x|Z = z)
Two-category instrument
Input Freq. Cond. prob.
#1
#2
#3
#4
#5
#6
#7
#8

ng0.0
ng1.0
ng0.1
ng1.1
nt0.0
nt1.0
nt0.1
nt1.1

γ0.0
γ1.0
γ0.1
γ1.1
θ0.0
θ1.0
θ0.1
θ1.1

Three-category instrument
Input Freq. Cond. prob.
#1
#2
#3
#4
#5
#6
#7
#8
#9
#10
#11
#12

ng0.0
ng1.0
ng0.1
ng1.1
ng0.2
ng1.2
nt0.0
nt1.0
nt0.1
nt1.1
nt0.2
nt1.2

γ0.0
γ1.0
γ0.1
γ1.1
γ0.2
γ1.2
θ0.0
θ1.0
θ0.1
θ1.1
θ0.2
θ1.2
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Table 2. bpboundsi inputs for trivariate data; nyx.z = #(Y = y, X = x|Z = z),
pyx.z = P (Y = y, X = x|Z = z). For a two-category instrument, #1 –#8 are required.
For a three-category instrument, #1 –#12 are required.
Input

Freq. nyx.z

Cond. prob. pyx.z

#1
n00.0
p00.0
#2
n10.0
p10.0
#3
n01.0
p01.0
#4
n11.0
p11.0
#5
n00.1
p00.1
#6
n10.1
p10.1
#7
n01.1
p01.1
#8
n11.1
p11.1
–––––––––––––––––––––
n00.2
p00.2
#9
#10
n10.2
p10.2
#11
n01.2
p01.2
#12
n11.2
p11.2

7.2

Options

bivariate speciﬁes bivariate/marginal data. The default is trivariate data.
fmt(format) changes the displayed format of the results. The default is fmt(%5.4f).
See help format or [U] 12.5 Formats: Controlling how data are displayed.
matrices(matlist) speciﬁes frequencies or conditional probabilities input in matrices.
For trivariate data: The X categories must be the rows, and the Y categories must
be the columns. The matrices must also be listed by ordered categories of Z, that
is, conditional on Z = 0, Z = 1, and Z = 2. For bivariate data: Matrices must be
listed in the following order: (Z by Y ) then (Z by X).
The commands return their results in scalars and matrices as detailed in the help
ﬁle.

8
8.1

Use of bpbounds and bpboundsi
Balke–Pearl vitamin A supplementation example

Balke and Pearl (1997) illustrate their methodology with data described by Sommer et
al. (1986), assessing the impact of vitamin A supplementation on childhood mortality.
In the trial, 450 villages in northern Sumatra were randomized to either receive vitamin
A supplementation or act as a control group for a year. This randomized assignment
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provides the IV, with Z = 1 being the treatment group and Z = 0 being the control
group. Children in the treatment group received two large doses of vitamin A, while
those in the control group received no treatment. Not every child in the treatment group
complied with the assignment, so X = 1 denotes treatment actually taken and X = 0
means no treatment taken. The control group necessarily had to comply because vitamin
A supplements were not available to them. As noted in section 4.2, this automatically
implies that the monotonicity assumption is satisﬁed because P (X = 1|Z = 0) = 0. The
outcome Y was the number of deaths in both groups (where Y = 1 denotes survival).
Table 3 shows the results of the trial. We can see from the two zero cell counts that
children who were randomized to the control group had to comply.

Table 3. Vitamin A supplementation data from Balke and Pearl (1997, table 1)
Z=0
Y =0 Y =1
X=0
X=1

74
0

Z=1
Y =0 Y =1

11514
0

34
12

2385
9663

We enter the data into Stata and run the bpbounds command.
. input z x y count
1. 0 0 0
2. 0 0 1
3. 1 0 0
4. 1 0 1
5. 1 1 0
6. 1 1 1
7. end
. bpbounds
Data:
Instrument

z
74
11514
34
2385
12
9665

x

y

count

y (x = z) [fw=count]
categories:

Trivariate
2

Causal parameter
IV inequality constraints
ACE
P(Y|do(X=0))
P(Y|do(X=1))
CRR
Assuming monotonicity:
Monotonicity constraints
ACE
P(Y|do(X=0))
P(Y|do(X=1))
CRR

Lower

Bounds
Upper

satisfied
-0.1946
0.9936
0.7990
0.8042

0.0054
0.9936
0.9990
1.0054

-0.1946
0.9936
0.7990
0.8042

0.0054
0.9936
0.9990
1.0054

satisfied
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The command lists that we have trivariate data and an instrument with two categories. The IV inequality, the “check” of the IV conditions, is satisﬁed. Then the command gives the bounds for the ACE, which are −0.1946 ≤ ACE ≤ 0.0054, as reported by
Balke and Pearl (1997). We multiply the results by 100 to express in percentages, and
hence the ACE lies between −19.5% and 0.5%. The command then reports the bounds
for the intervention probabilities—P {Y = 1|do(X = 0)} and P {Y = 1|do(X = 1)}—
and the CRR. In this situation, the upper and lower bounds for P {Y = 1|do(X = 0)}
are equal because there was no noncompliance in the control group.
Next the command checks the monotonicity inequality. As mentioned above, this
is necessarily satisﬁed, and the command reports the bounds for the ACE, intervention probabilities, and CRR under monotonicity. Again we note that in this particular
example, all the bounds under monotonicity are the same as those without assuming
monotonicity because there was no noncompliance in the control group.
We could also use the immediate version of the command, bpboundsi, to calculate
the bounds, being careful to enter the eight numbers in the appropriate order. First,
we calculate the required frequencies using the tabulate command. The bpboundsi
command alternatively accepts conditional probabilities, as reported by table 2 of
Balke and Pearl (1997), which we also demonstrate below.
. by z, sort: tabulate x y [fw=count], cell
-> z = 0
Key
frequency
cell percentage
y
x

0

1

Total

0

74
0.64

11,514
99.36

11,588
100.00

Total

74
0.64

11,514
99.36

11,588
100.00
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-> z = 1
Key
frequency
cell percentage
y
x

0

1

Total

0

34
0.28

2,385
19.72

2,419
20.00

1

12
0.10

9,665
79.90

9,677
80.00

Total

46
0.38

12,050
99.62

12,096
100.00

. * input frequencies
. bpboundsi 74 11514 0 0 34 2385 12 9665
Data:
Trivariate
Instrument categories:
2

Causal parameter
IV inequality constraints
ACE
P(Y|do(X=0))
P(Y|do(X=1))
CRR
Assuming monotonicity:
Monotonicity constraints
ACE
P(Y|do(X=0))
P(Y|do(X=1))
CRR

Lower

Bounds
Upper

satisfied
-0.1946
0.9936
0.7990
0.8042

0.0054
0.9936
0.9990
1.0054

-0.1946
0.9936
0.7990
0.8042

0.0054
0.9936
0.9990
1.0054

satisfied
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. * input conditional probabilities
. bpboundsi .0064 .9936 0 0 .0028 .1972 .001 .799
Data:
Trivariate
Instrument categories:
2

Causal parameter
IV inequality constraints
ACE
P(Y|do(X=0))
P(Y|do(X=1))
CRR
Assuming monotonicity:
Monotonicity constraints
ACE
P(Y|do(X=0))
P(Y|do(X=1))
CRR

Lower

Bounds
Upper

satisfied
-0.1946
0.9936
0.7990
0.8041

0.0054
0.9936
0.9990
1.0054

-0.1946
0.9936
0.7990
0.8041

0.0054
0.9936
0.9990
1.0054

satisfied

We obtain the same results as before. We now estimate the ACE as in (7).
. quietly correlate y z [fw=count], covariance
. scalar covyz = r(cov_12)
. quietly correlate x z [fw=count], covariance
. scalar covxz = r(cov_12)
. display "ACE:", %5.4f covyz/covxz
ACE: 0.0032

This means that the additional assumption of linearity and additivity E(Y |X = x, U =
u) = βx + h(u) allows us to estimate an ACE of 0.3%, which is close to the upper bound
calculated earlier. The same estimate can be obtained from the ivregress or ivreg2
command, but the standard errors are not generally appropriate for binary outcomes.
To demonstrate the use of the bivariate option, we next assume that (X, Z) were
collected in one sample and (Y, Z) in another. The following code also demonstrates
passing frequencies to bpboundsi in matrices, which we generate using tabulate.
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. tabulate z y [fw=count], row matcell(zy)
Key
frequency
row percentage
y
z

0

1

Total

0

74
0.64

11,514
99.36

11,588
100.00

1

46
0.38

12,050
99.62

12,096
100.00

Total

120
23,564
23,684
0.51
99.49
100.00
. tabulate z x [fw=count], row matcell(zx)
Key
frequency
row percentage
x
z

0

1

Total

0

11,588
100.00

0
0.00

11,588
100.00

1

2,419
20.00

9,677
80.00

12,096
100.00

Total

14,007
9,677
23,684
59.14
40.86
100.00
. bpboundsi, matrices(zy zx) bivariate
Data:
Instrument categories:

Bivariate
2

Lower

Causal parameter
IV inequality constraints
ACE
P(Y|do(X=0))
P(Y|do(X=1))
CRR
Assuming monotonicity:
Monotonicity constraints
ACE
P(Y|do(X=0))
P(Y|do(X=1))
CRR

Bounds
Upper

satisfied
-0.1974
0.9936
0.7962
0.8013

0.0064
0.9936
1.1962
1.2039

-0.1974
0.9936
0.7962
0.8013

0.0064
0.9936
1.0026
1.0090

satisfied
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In the case of bivariate data, the bounds for the ACE are now −0.1974 ≤ ACE ≤
0.0064. As expected, these are slightly wider, because bivariate data are less informative
than trivariate data.

8.2

Mendelian randomization example with a three-category instrument

In epidemiology, the Mendelian randomization approach represents the use of genotypes
as IVs (Davey Smith and Ebrahim 2003). Importantly, the chosen genotypes in such a
study should have been shown to be robustly associated with the exposure in previous
replicated genome-wide association studies. Such genotypes are promising candidates
for IVs because the randomization of alleles at conception means that genotypes are
very unlikely to be associated with potential confounding factors that can bias traditional observational studies (Davey Smith et al. 2007). For a more detailed discussion of
the Mendelian randomization approach, see Didelez and Sheehan (2007), Lawlor et al.
(2008), and Palmer et al. (forthcoming). For a biallelic polymorphism, there are three
genotypes; hence, we have implemented the extension of the bounds for a three-category
instrument in the bpbounds and bpboundsi commands.
We perform a Mendelian randomization analysis using the 677CT polymorphism
(rs1801133) in the Methylenetetrahydrofolate Reductase gene, involved in folate metabolism, as an IV (Z) to investigate the eﬀect of homocysteine (X) on cardiovascular
disease (CVD; Y ) risk using data published by Meleady et al. (2003, table 3). This
polymorphism has subsequently been found to be robustly associated with homocysteine
in genome-wide association studies (Tanaka et al. 2009) although it was identiﬁed prior
to this. The T allele is associated with higher average homocysteine levels.
In our analysis, we combine the six homocysteine categories into two categories (low:
< 15μmol/L; high: ≥ 15μmol/L). The analysis is further complicated because it is a
case–control study (Y = 0 denotes controls and Y = 1 denotes CVD cases). The original
case–control data are shown in table 4.
Table 4. Case–control (Y ) frequencies by homocysteine (X) and Methylenetetrahydrofolate Reductase genotypes (Z) from Meleady et al. (2003, table 3)
Z = 0 (CC)
Y =0 Y =1
X = 0 (Low)
X = 1 (High)

341
47

272
41

Z = 1 (CT)
Y =0 Y =1
297
17

269
38

Z = 2 (TT)
Y =0 Y =1
63
18

56
35

As we commented in section 5.3, to calculate the bounds we must ﬁrst convert the
data back to the corresponding population frequencies assuming a prevalence of CVD.
In the following, we calculate the bounds assuming a prevalence of 6.5% and also 2% to
illustrate both extremes. First, the output assuming a prevalence of 6.5%:
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. mata
mata (type end to exit)
: p = .065
: controls = (341, 47, 297, 17, 63, 18)
: cases = (272, 41, 269, 38, 56, 35)
: py0 = controls:*(1 - p)/sum(controls)
: py1 = cases:*p/sum(cases)
: z0 = sum(py0[1::2]) + sum(py1[1::2])
: z1 = sum(py0[3::4]) + sum(py1[3::4])
: z2 = sum(py0[5::6]) + sum(py1[5::6])
: pyxz0 = ((py0[1::2])/z0 \ py1[1::2]/z0)´
: pyxz1 = ((py0[3::4])/z1 \ py1[3::4]/z1)´
: pyxz2 = ((py0[5::6])/z2 \ py1[5::6]/z2)´
: st_matrix("pyxz0",pyxz0)
: st_matrix("pyxz1",pyxz1)
: st_matrix("pyxz2",pyxz2)
: end
. bpboundsi, matrices(pyxz0 pyxz1 pyxz2)
Data:
Instrument categories:

Trivariate
3

Causal parameter
IV inequality constraints
ACE
P(Y|do(X=0))
P(Y|do(X=1))
CRR
Assuming monotonicity:
Monotonicity constraints

Lower

Bounds
Upper

satisfied
-0.0895
0.0610
0.0305
0.2538

not satisfied

0.7344
0.1200
0.7954
13.0348
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Second, the output assuming a prevalence of 2% (omitting the output converting to
population frequencies):
. bpboundsi, matrices(pyxz0 pyxz1 pyxz2)
Data:
Trivariate
Instrument categories:
3

Causal parameter
IV inequality constraints
ACE
P(Y|do(X=0))
P(Y|do(X=1))
CRR
Assuming monotonicity:
Monotonicity constraints

Lower

Bounds
Upper

satisfied
-0.0650
0.0188
0.0095
0.1272

0.7644
0.0745
0.7833
41.5740

not satisfied

With a prevalence of 6.5%, the IV inequality constraints are satisﬁed; the ACE
between −0.0895 ≤ ACE ≤ 0.7344; and the monotonicity inequality constraints
not satisﬁed. With a prevalence of 2%, the IV inequality constraints are satisﬁed;
bounds are slightly wider, so the ACE lies between −0.0650 ≤ ACE ≤ 0.7644; and
monotonicity inequality constraints are again not satisﬁed.

8.3

lies
are
the
the

Simulated example that does not satisfy the IV conditions

We use simulated data to show that the IV inequality constraint check can both detect
and fail to detect violations of the IV conditions. We simulate two outcome variables,
Y1 and Y2 , assuming a direct eﬀect of the instrument on the outcome, which violates
assumption (iii) of section 3.1. The strength of the direct eﬀect is larger for Y1 than it
is for Y2 . We simulate data from the following algorithm, where U is the confounder,
X is the exposure, Yi are the outcomes, and Z is the instrument.
Z ∼ Bern(0.5)
U ∼ Bern(0.5)
pX = 0.05 + 0.1Z + 0.1U, X ∼ Bern(pX )
p1 = 0.1 + 0.2Z + 0.05X + 0.1U, Y1 ∼ Bern(p1 )
p2 = 0.1 + 0.05Z + 0.05X + 0.1U,

Y2 ∼ Bern(p2 )

We simulate 10,000 observations and run the bpbounds command.
. clear
. set seed 2232011
. set obs 10000
obs was 0, now 10000
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. generate z = rbinomial(1,.5)
. generate u = rbinomial(1,.5)
. generate px = .05 + .1*z + .1*u
. generate x = rbinomial(1,px)
. generate p1 = .1 + .2*z + .05*x + .1*u
. generate y1 = rbinomial(1,p1)
. generate p2 = .1 + .05*z + .05*x + .1*u
. generate y2 = rbinomial(1,p2)
. bpbounds y1 (x = z)
Data:
Instrument categories:

Trivariate
2

Causal parameter
IV inequality constraints
. bpbounds y2 (x = z)
Data:
Instrument categories:

Assuming monotonicity:
Monotonicity constraints

Bounds
Upper

Lower

Bounds
Upper

not satisfied

Trivariate
2

Causal parameter
IV inequality constraints
ACE
P(Y|do(X=0))
P(Y|do(X=1))
CRR

Lower

satisfied
-0.1767
0.1542
0.0585
0.2488

0.6922
0.2352
0.8464
5.4897

not satisfied

Running the analysis for Y1 , the IV inequality constraints are not satisﬁed. As such,
we do not continue with the IV analysis in this case. However, for Y2 the IV inequality
constraints are satisﬁed even though assumption (iii) is violated in this simulation. It is
therefore always recommended to use subject-matter background knowledge to justify
the IV conditions.

9

Discussion

We have described and implemented various versions and extensions of the nonparametric bounds originally proposed by Balke and Pearl (1997). The bpbounds and
bpboundsi commands compute these for the ACE for an instrument with two or three
categories, with and without assuming monotonicity, and for bivariate and trivariate
data (bpboundsi only).
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Before calculating these bounds, the inequality constraints imposed by the IV conditions on the observable data should be checked; however, as illustrated in section 8.3, we
should only expect this check to detect gross violations of the conditions. It is therefore
always recommended to draw on additional subject-matter knowledge to justify the IV
conditions, because even small violations invalidate the IV analysis.
The upper and lower bounds on the ACE (or on the CRR, or intervention probabilities) must not be confused with conﬁdence intervals. They are in fact the range
of all “physically” possible values, given the data, if we do not make any assumptions
other than (i)–(iii) of section 3.1 [or the additional monotonicity assumption (6)]. The
nonparametric bounds have been criticized because they will often be wide and contain
ACE = 0 (that is, no causal eﬀect of X on Y ), as in all our examples. This is especially
true when the association between IV and exposure X is weak (Clarke and Windmeijer
2010). Also, Greenland (2000) makes the point that some additional knowledge, for example, about the direction of a possible causal eﬀect, is usually available. However, any
point estimates, with their corresponding conﬁdence intervals, will rely on speciﬁc parametric assumptions on the distributions of X, Y and (usually implicitly) on U , which
are diﬃcult to verify from the observational data. We therefore ﬁnd that it is generally
advisable and important to compute the nonparametric bounds in addition to any point
estimates as an indication of how much information the data contain on their own, as
opposed to the information gained by additional parametric assumptions.
Further work could investigate bounds on the ACE for the four compliance types as
discussed by Richardson and Robins (2010). An alternative set of bounds has also been
proposed by Chesher (2010) based on a “nearly” nonparametric model.
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